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A Real Mom
MinnMoms columnist

Breast feeding, poop and diaper rash. There was
probably a time pre-parenthood when you never
imagined yourself mentioning these in public let
alone having passionate opinions or experiences to
share.

Overnight, however, these subjects became part of
your vernacular, even your mantra. Further, you
may have noticed that opinion leaders and peers
not only bandied these about with frequency but
with aplomb and widespread acceptance if not
widespread consensus.

In our society, many subjects shift from hush-hush
to open expression as each generation of parents
brings sensitive subjects into everyday
conversation.

Even still, however, addiction and mental health
are anything but welcome topics. If they touch our
lives, we're prone to avoid talking about it or prefer to put euphemistic spin on these situations.

Let me suggest a more "PC" approach - no not a more politically correct approach, rather one of
greater perspective and compassion.

Neither of these is easy, but both are important for society to accept the growing problem of
young-adult drug use and its effect on society and families.

We probably won't agree on the right approaches any more than any two parents agree on their
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approach to formula vs. breastfeeding. But, we may ease the conversation into the realm of
possibility, acceptance and progress just as other parenting topics have become mainstream.

Our experience is an example. Although we likely will never know what triggered

our son's addiction and mental illness nor
which preceded which, we do know that his
struggle is real and that we can't deny its
existence even if he does. We also can't

pretend to know what it's like to be facing life from his point of view, so we seek to understand if
only to grasp a reality different from our own, a mindset we don't possess, and an insight we might
glean.

Right now, our son shares very little about his emotions or experiences. He's never been
forthcoming or comfortable communicating his feelings, and yet he is a caring, sensitive person.
We know he's deserving of compassion.

We have lain awake wondering what he's thinking and feeling because we believe therein we'll find
a connection point from which discovery and recovery can begin. Perhaps some would say we're
nuts that we're putting energy toward something that won't make a difference, that knowing this
doesn't really matter. Only, it does matter. We care enough to want to feel his feelings.

From past columns, you'll recall that our son did reach a point last June that he started a treatment
program only to run away from it days later. Although I'd scoured the center's website and
Facebook pages and was pleased with the extensive content about the program activities and
favorable testimonials, I still wondered what it was like from a participant's experience in those first
days and weeks.

An avid Googler, I started typing in search terms to get an insider's perspective. I didn't have to
search far to learn that a recent participant, Chad Helper, wrote book about his experience. The
Amazon synopsis read: "Intervention: Anything But My Own Skin" is a brutally honest account of a
young man's addiction beginning with a drug and alcohol intervention performed by the author's
parents, an intervention team, and a pair of handcuffs. When the author's final escape attempt from
the intervention turns out unsuccessful, he gives in and gets on a plane to a wilderness treatment
center in the middle of Montana. Throughout the story, the author, Chad unveils the reasons he fell
into the dark world of addiction by flashing back to old drug and alcohol stories. However, the
treatment center is where the story truly begins and where the hard work takes place.

With one click, Amazon sent me the book. From there, I read the author's blog and sent him an
email thanking him for telling his story, congratulating him on the success of the book, and
moreover, for his academic and professional pursuits as a counselor. I asked for his advice on what
we could do to support our son during treatment, and I was thrilled to receive an encouraging email
from Chad.
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Over the next several months, my perspective and compassion deepened, and I owe a debt of
gratitude to Chad Hepler for contributing to my personal growth and recovery and for the
perspective and compassion that has yielded greater understanding of young-adult addiction.

There's more to Chad's story, which he reveals in his new book, "Beyond Intervention: A Memoir
of Addiction and Recovery". (It's due out any day now on Amazon). I already know it's worth a
read.

There is a Native American proverb that suggests that we should give thanks for blessings yet to
come. So readers, I thank you for sharing our story in the making, for blessings yet to come for all
the parents and kids who are traveling this path. Let us be grateful for perspective and compassion
as our guides.
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